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MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 357
where f is an arbitrary function of x, y, z. The condition (2) that the magnetic lines can be cut orthogonally by some system of surfaces is satisfied by these values of Ay B, C. The function / is called the poteritial of magnetisation. It must be distinguished from the magnetic potential F.
355.    Ex.   Each element Q of a thin spherical shell is magnetised along the direction OQ, where 0 is a given point on the surface, with an intensity I which varies as the distance OQ.    Prove that the potential at any external point P is proportional to cos 0/?-2, where r is the distance of P from the centre C and 6 is the angle r makes with 0(7.
Resolve the magnetism at Q into the two directions CQ and OC. Taking the former alone, the distribution is lamellar and the external potential is zero. Taking the latter, the distribution is uniform and the potential is known.
356,    To find the magnetic force exerted by a lamellar shell of strength <£ on a unit pole at P.
Describe a cone whose vertex is P and whose generators pass through the rim or margin AQQ' of the shell,                                                      ^
and let this cone be cut by a sphere, whose centre is P and whose radius c is very great, in the spherical segment BRR'. We replace the given shell by another shell with the same rim, but having for its surface the spherical segment and that portion of the cone which lies between the rim and the segment (Art. 352).
The small magnet equivalent to the magnetism at XT' on any elementary area dR of the cone is *' broadside on" to P and the force exerted at P is therefore 0dS/r'J, where r = PT. When P is on the positive side of the given shell the positive pole of the small magnet at T is directed inwards towards the given shell and the force at P tends outwards in the direction indicated by the arrow (Art. 317). Let the angle Ql*Q' = d\pt then dS=rd$dr. The force at P due to the magnetism on the strip QQ'RR'
becomes by integration {-- -\<pd$, where r is now PQ.    This reduces to its first
term when c is very great.
The equivalent magnets which represent the magnetism on the spherical segment BRR' are "end on" to P. The force on P due to any elementary area dS is 2<t>dSlc*. Since dS = c*da (where du is the solid angle subtended at P) this force is zero when c is very great.
To find the force at P due to a thin lamellar shell we divide the rim into dements. The force due to the, element QQ' is equal to tpd^jr and also to <pdA/r*, where r = PQ, QPQ' = tty and dA is twice the area QPQ'. This force acts at P perpendicularly to the plane QPQ'. The resultant of these elementary forces is the force on a unit pole at P.
357. We notice that the magnitude of the force due to the elementary arc QQ' and its direction relatively to the plane PQQ' are not changed by rotating that
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